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Chapter 8

How Water Behaves
THE MAIN IDEA

Water is exceptional.

8.1 Open Structured Crystals
8.2 Melting and Freezing
8.3 The Stickiness of Water
8.4 Liquid and Gaseous Phases
8.5 Water’s Specific Heat
8.6 Phase Changes and Energy 

8.5 Water’s Specific Heat

Have you ever noticed that some foods stay hot much longer 
than others? The filling of a hot apple pie can burn your tongue 
while the crust does not, even when the pie was just taken 
out of the oven. A piece of toast may be comfortably eaten 
a few seconds after coming from a hot toaster, whereas you 
must wait several minutes before eating hot soup.

Different substances have different capacities for stor-
ing energy. This is because different materials absorb energy 
in different ways. The added energy may increase the jiggling 
motion of molecules, which raises the temperature, or it may 
pull apart the attractions among molecules and therefore go 
into potential energy, which does not raise the temperature. 
Generally, there is a combination of the two ways.

It takes 4.184 joules of energy to raise the temperature 
of 1 gram of liquid water by 1°C. As you can see in Figure 
8.34, it takes only about one-ninth as much energy to raise 
the temperature of 1 gram of iron by the same amount. In 
other words, compared to iron, water absorbs more heat for 
the same change in temperature. We say water has a higher 
specific heat, defined as the quantity of heat required to 
change the temperature of 1 gram of a substance by 1°C.

We can think of specific heat as thermal inertia. As 
you learned in Section 2.3, inertia is a term used in physics 
to signify the resistance of an object to a change in its state 
of motion. Specific heat is like a thermal version of inertia 
because it signifies the resistance of a substance to a change 
in temperature. With a higher specific heat, more energy is 

What happens to the 
energy added to a material?
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required to change the temperature. Each substance has its own 
characteristic specific heat, which may be used to assist in its iden-
tification. Some typical values are given in Table 8.1.

Guess why water has such a high specific heat. Once again, 
the answer is hydrogen bonds. When heat is applied to water, much 
of the heat is consumed in breaking hydrogen bonds. Broken hydro-
gen bonds are a form of potential energy (just as two magnets 
pulled apart are a form of potential energy). Much of the heat added 
to water, therefore, is stored as this potential energy. Consequently, 
less heat is available to increase the kinetic energy of the water 
molecules. Because temperature is a measure of kinetic energy, 
we find that as water is heated, its temperature rises slowly. By the 
same token, when water is cooled, its temperature drops slowly. The 
reason for this is because the kinetic energy decreases, molecules 
slow down and more hydrogen bonds are able to re-form. This in 
turn releases heat that helps to maintain the temperature. So, as 
water cools down it actually heats itself back up by the formation of 
hydrogen bonds. That’s why it takes so long for water to cool down.

A material with a high 
specific heat has a great 
capacity to hold onto heat, 
which is why specific heat 
is sometimes referred to as 
heat capacity. Water has a 
great capacity for holding 
onto heat. You can think 
of water as a very effective 
“heat sponge.”

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION

^  Figure 8.34
It takes only 0.451 joule of heat to 
raise the temperature of 1 gram 
of iron by 1°C. A 1-gram sample 
of water, by contrast, requires a 
whopping 4.184 joules for the 
same temperature change.

TABLE 8.1 Specific Heat for Some Common Materials
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Global Climates Are Influenced by Water’s High  
Specific Heat
The tendency of liquid water to resist changes in temperature 
improves the climate in many places. For example, notice the high 
latitude of Europe in Figure 8.35. If water did not have a high specific 
heat, the countries of Europe would be as cold as the northeastern 
regions of Canada, because both Europe and Canada get about the 
same amount of sunlight per square kilometer of sur- face area. An 
ocean current carries warm water northeast from the Caribbean. 
The water holds much of its thermal energy long enough to reach 
the North Atlantic off the coast of Europe, where the water then 
cools. The energy released, 4.184 joules per degree Celsius for each 
gram of water that cools, is carried by the westerly winds (winds 
that blow west to east) over the European continent.

C O N C E P T   C H E C K
Hydrogen bonds are not broken as heat is applied to ice (provided the ice doesn’t melt) or water 
vapor. Would you therefore expect ice and water vapor to have specific heats that are greater or less 
than that of liquid water?

CHECK  YOUR  ANSWER   As Table 8.1 shows, the specific heats of ice and water vapor are about 
half that of liquid water. Only liquid water has a remarkable specific heat. This is because the liquid 
phase is the only phase in which hydrogen bonds are continually breaking and re-forming.

 Figure 8.35
Many ocean currents, shown in 
blue, distribute heat from the 
warmer equatorial regions to the 
colder polar regions

^
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The winds in the latitudes of North America are westerly. 
On the west- ern coast of the continent, therefore, air moves from 
the Pacific Ocean to the land. Because of water’s high specific heat, 
ocean temperatures do not vary much from summer to winter. 
In winter, the water warms the air, which is then blown eastward 
over the coastal regions. In summer, the water cools the air and 
the coastal regions are cooled. On the eastern coast of the conti-
nent, the temperature moderating effects of the Atlantic Ocean 
are significant, but because the winds blow from the west—over 
land—temperature ranges in the east are much greater than in the 
west. San Francisco, for example, is warmer in winter and cooler 
in summer than is Washington, D.C., which is at about the same 
latitude.

Islands and peninsulas, because they are more or less sur-
rounded by water, do not have the extremes of temperatures 
observed in the interior of a continent. The high summer tem-
peratures and low winter temperatures common in Manitoba and 
the Dakotas, for example, are largely due to the absence of large 
bodies of water. Europeans, islanders, and people living near ocean 
air currents should be glad that water has such a high specific heat.

Public discussions of global climate change tend to focus 
on the average temperature of the atmosphere, which is increas-
ing in concert with increasing levels of carbon dioxide, a potent 
greenhouse gas. An average rise of 3°C is understood to be unde-
sirable. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 16. But what of 
the oceans, which are not only much more massive, but also have 
a significantly higher specific heat? The amount of energy required 
to raise the temperature of the oceans by 3°C is many orders of 
magnitude greater than that required to raise the temperature of 
the atmosphere.

Knowing about water’s high specific heat, you’ll understand 
that the bulk of solar radiation trapped by the atmosphere simply 
makes its way to the oceans. So, all of us, not just islanders, ben-
efit from water’s ability to absorb energy and thus moderate the 
climate. That’s the good news.

The bad news is that direct measurements show the average 
surface ocean temperature has increased by about 0.7 °C over the 
past century as shown in Figure 8.36. This represents a colossal 
amount of energy. Because water expands upon warming, this 
has contributed to a rise in sea level as shown in Figure 8.37. 
Significantly, the northern polar ice cap is gradually disappearing 
and the warmer oceans are breeding grounds for more violent 
weather systems. Furthermore, warmer oceans are able to hold 
less carbon dioxide, which accelerates the increase in atmospheric 
carbon dioxide levels. Clearly, public discussions should also focus 
on the changing state of our oceans.
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In summary, the oceans moderate our climate in great part 
because of water’s high specific heat. Any temperature changes to 
the oceans will necessarily be slow so as not to be noticed over a 
single decade. But the changes that occur will also necessarily be 
enduring.

<  Figure  8.36
This graph shows how 
the average surface tem-
perature of the world’s 
oceans has changed since 
1880. Source: National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) 
2021.

<  Figure  8.37
This graph shows how the 
average sea level of the 
oceans has changed since 
1880. Measurements are 
from tidal records and 
more recently from satel-
lite data. Source: National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) 
2021.
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The outer edge of a carousel platform always provides the fastest ride, because it travels a greater 
distance for each rotation. Similarly, because the Earth spins, those living closer to the equator travel 
farther, and hence faster, in a single day. When objects not fixed to the ground—such as air, water, 
airplanes, and ballistic missiles—move toward the equator, they are unable to keep up with the 
ever-faster moving ground beneath them. Because the Earth rotates to the east, these free-moving 
objects lag behind, which gives them an apparent motion to the west. Conversely, a free-moving 
object heading away from the equator deviates to the east, because it is maintaining the greater 
eastward- directed speed it had by being closer to the equator. This is called the Coriolis effect. Ocean 
currents heading toward the equator, for example, tend to deviate to the west, while currents heading 
away from the equator tend to deviate to the east. This explains why ocean currents in the northern 
hemisphere tend to circulate clockwise, while those in the southern hemisphere tend to circulate 
counterclockwise, as is evident in Figure 8.35. Why do you suppose airplane pilots need to be well 
acquainted with the Coriolis effect?

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION

C O N C E P T   C H E C K
Which has a higher specific heat, water or sand?

CHECK  YOUR  ANSWER  As suggested by the illustration, the temperature of water increases less 
compared to the temperature of sand in the same sunlight. Water therefore has the higher specific 
heat. Those who visit the beach frequently know that beach sand quickly turns hot on a sunny 
day, while the water remains relatively cool. At night, however, the sand feels quite cool, while the 
water’s temperature feels about the same as it did during the day.


